3-d source localization of epileptic foci integrating EEG and MRI data.
This study evaluates the utility of 3-D localization of interictal spike activity on the electroencephalographs (EEG) superimposed on magnetic resonance imagery (MRI) in a pediatric population with extra-temporal lesional epileptic foci. 3-D software programming based on the CURRY platform (a multimodal neuro-imaging software) was adapted for analyzing scalp EEG data and reconstructing superimposed images in 10 children who underwent extensive pre-surgical evaluation for intractable partial seizures. The results of 3-D spike source localization were assessed in relationship to focal lesions evident on the patient's MRI scans. Calculated spike sources were closest to the lesions during intervals corresponding to the spike peaks. The information was useful in surgical planning in six children that underwent successful resections.